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ON SEQUENTIAL HAUSDORFF COMPACTIFICATION 
SATISFYING THE FIRST AXIOM OF COUNTABILITY

Seonhee Kweon and Woo Chorl Hong

It is well known that any metrizable space admits a sequential Hous- 
dorff compactification [2]. The purpose of this paper is to obtain a con
dition for a HausdorfF space satisfying the first axiom of countability to 
have a sequential Hausdorff compactification satisfying the first axiom 
of countability. Some steps of the construction of sequential Hausdorff 
compactifications in this paper are inspired by Wu [4]. All spaces in 
thi옹 paper are assumed to be Hausdorff satisfying the first axiom of 
count ability. Let X be a topological space, {Xp | p = 고, 2, • • •』} a 
finite family of spares, and A = {fp\fp : X ——> Xp is continuous, 
p — 1,2, •■- , fc). We call a sequence (xn) in X an X-sequence in X if 
(/p(^n)) has a cluster point, for earh p = 1,2, ••- , k.

PROPOSITION 1. Let X is sequentially compact if and only if
(1) is contained in a sequential compact subset Cyp for each 

fp £ and
(2) every A-sequence in X has a 시usfer point in X.

Proof. Necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency, let (xn) be a se
quence in X. Then, by (1), (/y(xn)) has a cluster point in Xp for each 
/p G X, and so, (xn) is an ^—sequence in X. Thus, (rn) has a cluster 
point in X by (2).

Lemma. Let E and F be subspaces of X with E G F C Clx(E\ 
where Clx(E) is the closure of E in X. If X has the weak topology 
induced by then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) Every A-sequence in E has a cluster point in F.
(2) Every A-sequence in F has a cluster point in F.

Proof, To p호ove (1) => (2), let (yn) be a교 ^4-sequence in F. Then 
(fp(yn)) has a cluster point zp in for each fp E A. So there
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con-exist요 a subsequence 心))) (/p(l/n)) such that (方(毋⑴))
verges to for each fp G A. Since F C Clx(E), for each %(订， 
there exists a sequence (工范))in E such that (*貝打)converges to 
yP(i)- By continuity of /p,匕)))converges to fp(yp(i))^ Let Bp = 
{心E"))I 0 € N}. Then fp(yp(t)) G Clxp(Bp), for each i, and 
hence we have zp E Clxp(Bp). Thus there exists a sequence 
in Bp such that (/>(£；)) converges to zpy for each p = 1,2, 
Let (/r) be the sequence such that Zj =⑦如上=破)…
4+1 = ,hk = 珞 * • , • Then (lr) is a sequence in E and we see
that (/p(Zr)) has a cluster point zp^ for each fpEA. So (/r) is an A- 
sequ nee in E. By (1), (Zr) has a cluster point x in F. Then it is easily 
verified that for some po, there exists a subsequence (豪卩)of (x^o) 
such that (A；?) converges to x. It follows that (了如(£；")) converges 
to (Jj*)). Since (_/如愆気))converges to and is a sub
sequence of (/p0(2：p0)),(E>o(成'))converges to zpo. By Hausdorffness 
of Xpo, we have fPo(x) = zPo. Consequently, we have that (/Po(?/po(t))) 
converges to fPo(x). Since X has the weak topology induced by A , 
(yPo(t)) converges to x. Therefore, (yn) has a cluster point x in F.

The converse is trivial, and hence the proof is complete.

PROPOSITION 2. Let E and F be subspaces of X with E U F U 
Clx(E)・ If X has the weak topology induced by A, then F is sequen
tially compact if and only if

(1) Clxp(J、(E)) is sequentially compact for each fp £ A and
(2) every A-sequence in E has a cluster point in F.

Proof. We assume that F is sequentially compact. Then j\(F) is 
sequentially compact by continuity of for each fp £ A. Since ev
ery sequential compact subset of a HausdorfF space satisfying the first 
axiom of coxmtability is closed (See [1], p.230),

ClxJE(E)) C Clx,(E(F)) = /P(F).

And since every closed subspace of a sequential compact space is se
quentially compact (See [1], p.230), Clxp(/P(E!)) is sequentially com
pact for each fpjA. Thus (1) is proved. (2) is followed by Proposition 
1 and Lemma.
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Conversely, since

fM) C •以Clx(E)) C Clx,S(£)),

fp{F) is contained in a sequential compact subset Clxpby (1), 
for each fp E A. By (2) and Lemma, every sequence in F has a 
cluster point in F. Thus F is sequentially compact by Proposition 1.

Let S = {(rn) I (xn) is a sequence in X such that (/>(")) converges 
in Xp, for each fp £ 사. Define a relation ~ on S by (xn) ~ (yn) if 
and only if lim(£(zn)) = lim(/p(yn)) for each 扁 £ 4 It is trivial 
that this relation ~ is an equivalence relation。교 S. Let X*Q4) be 
the quotient set of S by and [(xn)] € X*J4) the equivalence class 
containing (a;n). And, for each fpEAy define a mapping /* on X*(X) 
into Xp by 了；(〔(碎)])=lim(/p(xn)) for each fp E A. Then, clearly, 
is ^^i-defmed and injective. Now we denoie by {f^ j fpE X). 
Hereafter, we assume that X*Q4) has the weak topology induced by 
“4*. Then we call a sequence (an) in X*Q4) an >1*-sequence in XV(A) 
if (/^(an)) has a cluster point in Xp、f。호 each 二 £『4*. Then we have 
the following:

PROPOSITION 3. is a Hausdorff space satisfying the first axiom 
of countability.

Proof, We first show that X*(，4) is Hausdorff. Let q 供 0 in X*(“4) 
Then /^(a) + for some f* £ “4*. Since Xp is Hausdorff, there 
are disjoint open nbds U and V of and in X” respectively. 
Hence we have disjoint open nbds '(U) and /* '(V) of q and (3 in 
X*Q4))호espectiv시y.

To prove that X*Q4) satisfies the first axiom of countability, let 
Oi € X*(・4). Then J；(Q)€ Xp for each j； €，4*・ Since Xp satisfies the 
fi호st axiom of countabality for each p, there is a countable local base Bp 
of for each p. Then, let B = U^=1(y^'i(l7p) ] Up G Bp},B forms 
a cou표table local base of a in. X*(厶). For, let V be an open nbd of a. 
Since X*Q4) has the weak topology induced by 4、there is an open 
nbd Vp of fp(cx) such that f* '(此)C V. So, there is an element Up of 
Bp with /；(«) eUpGVp. It foUows that a € f；~\U^ C C
V. Hence X*J4) satisfies the first axio호n of countability.
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Now we define a mapping e : X ——► X*(X) by e(z) = [(a;)] for each 
x E X)where (x) is the constant sequence in X whose n-th term is x 
for all indices n E N. Then, clearly, e is injective.

PROPOSITION 4. e is a dense embedding if and only if X has the 
weak topology induced by A.

Proof. If e is a dense embedding, then e(X) is homeomorphic to X, 
and hence for each open set U in e(U) = e(X) A Vu for some open 
set Vy in X*(/4). Since X*(・4) has the weak topology induced by X*, 
we can represent Vu as the union of some basic open sets in X*Q4), 
let Vy = (UPt ))where pt = 1,2, • • • A: and UPt is open in XPt.
Since fp — f* o e for eadi p, we have

= e-1 o e(U) = L(e(X) HU心留农农))

=X n eT(Unf「(g)) =

= U@eT(片-'(*)) =UteIf-\UPt)

Thus, X has the weak topology induced by 4
Conversely, we assume that X has the weak topology induced by X. 

First, we show that e is continuous. Let (xn) be a sequence in X such 
that (xn) converges to x E X. Since fp = f；°e for each p,

lim *(e(zn)) = limfp(xn) = fp(x) = f*(e(x))

for each p, and so (/^(e(xn))) converges to /*(e(x)) for each p. Since 
X*(«4) has the weak topology induced by 人*, (e(xn)) converges to 
e(x), and thus e is continuous. Next, to show that e(X) is dense in

let [(xn)] e X*(・4). Then, clearly, (fp(e(xn))) converges to 
fp(l(xn)]), and since X*以)has the weak topology induced by we 
have that (e(xn)) converges to [(xn)]. Thus [(xR)] € Clx*(N)(e(X))・ 
Finally, we show that e is an open mapping from X onto e(X)・ Since 
X has the weak topology induced by A, we have that e-1 : e(X) —> X 
is continuous if and only if fp o e-1 is continuous for each p (See [3], 
p.56). Since fp o e-1 = for each p, e-1 is continuous.
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PROPOSITION 5. Every A*-sequence in X*(】4) has a cluster point 
in

Proof. Let (an) be an >4*-sequence X*Q4). Then, by definition of 
^4*-sequence, (/*(an)) has a cluster point zp in Xp for each J4*, 
and so there exists a subsequence (ap(t)) of (an) such that (片(％(*))) 
converges to zp for each p. Since ap(t)E X*Q4) for each p(i), there 
exists an element(£常))of S such that %(订 = K3%%))] & each p(i). 
It follows that (侖("靠)))converges to /；(%《))for each p. Let Bp = 
{m骤))I e N}.Then € Clxp(Bp)fbr eachp, and hence
we have zp E Clxp(Bp). Thus there exists a sequence (以咁))in Bp 
such that (/^(x^1)) converges to zp for each p. Let (Zr) be the sequence 
in X such that li ~ Z2 = 破，…,h = 硅厶+i = 5 hk =

. Then, as the same technique in Lemma, there is 
a subsequence(£；?)) of (工気)such that (£梅(工；"))converges to zpo, 
for some po- T?hus we have that

f；0([(^j))D = Em J*曹))=zp° = lim/；o(apo(t)).

Since X* has the weak topology induced by 4、(。如(砂)converges to 
[(z；F))L and therefore, (an) has a cluster point [(z；F))L

PROPOSITION 6. X*(>1) is sequentially compact if and only if
(기Xp(fp(X)) is sequentially compact for each fpEA.

Proof. By Proposition 2 and 5, X*Q4) is sequentially compact if 
and only if ClxJJ；(X*(，4))) is sequentially compact for each /* £ ・4*・ 
Since

疗(X*(・4)) = f；(Clx*(A(e(X))) C ClxJf；(e(X))) = ClXp(/P(X)) 

and

fp(X)=垢(e(X)) C f；(X*5)),

we have Clxp(/；(X*(・4))) = Clxp(fP(^)) for each p. Thus X*Q4) is 
sequentially compact if and only if Clxp(fP(^)) is sequentially compact 
for each fp E A.

By Proposition 3, 4 and 6, we have our main result.
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THEOREM. X*(A) is a sequential HausdorfFcompactiScation satis
fying the first axiom of countability of a Hausdorff space X satisfying 
the first axiom of countability if and only if

(1) ClxJJpIX)) is sequentially compact for each and
(2) X has the weak topology induced by A.

EXAMPLE. Let R be the real line with the usual topology and X = 
[0,1). Define f : X ——> R by /(x) = x for all z £ X. Then, clearly, 
X has the weak topology induced by {/} and C1&(了(X)) = [0,1] is 
sequentially compact. Since S = ((a:n) | (xn) is a sequence in X with 
(xn) converges in R} and X*((/)) = {[(xn)] | (xn) is a sequence in X 
with (a:n) converges in X} U ([(xn)] | (xn) is a sequence in X with lim 
xn = 1 in R}, hence we have that X*({/}) is homeomorphic to [0,1] 
by the homeomorphism h : X*(/) ―> [0,1] defined by A([(xn)])= 
lim xn in R. Therefore, X*({/)) is homeomorphic to the one-point 
compactificatron of A.
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